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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

 

In the matter of Administrative Civil 
Liability Complaint issued against Byron-
Bethany Irrigation District 

Prosecution Team’s Opposition to Byron-
Bethany Irrigation District’s Motion to 
Quash Subpoena, or Alternatively, Motion 
for Protective Order 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Byron-Bethany Irrigation District (BBID) has steadfastly refused to even discuss fact 
stipulations as to how much it has diverted until the parties complete discovery. The Prosecution 
Team therefore served a targeted subpoena duces tecum (Subpoena) seeking documents 
related to BBID’s diversions for a ninety day period beginning June 1, 2015. Despite having 
served multiple discovery requests much broader than the Subpoena, BBID now seeks shelter 
from an obligation to produce documents related to its diversions. BBID cannot have it both 
ways. BBID must be held to the same discovery standards as the other parties; it cannot claim 
the discovery process as a sword and shield that only it may wield. 

 
None of BBID’s reasons asserted in support of its Motion to Quash Subpoena or 

Alternatively, Motion for Protective Order (Motion) have merit. First, the documents sought are 
relevant or are reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. BBID’s 
diversion information from before the alleged violations period is relevant to the question of 
whether or when BBID altered its diversions in response to the June 12, 2015, unavailability 
notice. BBID’s diversion information from after the alleged violations period is relevant to the 
factors set forth in Water Code section 1055.3. BBID’s delivery contracts are relevant to the 
question of whether BBID had alternate supplies during the alleged violations periods, an issue 
specifically raised by BBID’s counsel recently in these proceedings. Second, BBID has made no 
showing whatsoever that producing the requested documents would cause an undue burden. 
Finally, BBID has not shown that documents such as delivery contracts are “irrelevant personal 
information.” The Motion should be denied. 
 

BACKGROUND 

BBID’s Refusal to Stipulate to Diversion Amounts Necessitated Discovery. The 
Prosecution Team initiated discussions with BBID regarding proposed stipulations on the factual 
matters listed in the Hearing Officer’s September 11 letter. (Declaration of Andrew Tauriainen 
(Tauriainen Decl.) ¶ 3.) The Prosecution Team proposed to stipulate to the gauge data for the 
BBID diversion point as reported on the California Data Exchange Center (CDEC) website 
maintained by the Department of Water Resources (DWR). (Id.) BBID’s counsel has previously 
represented BBID’s self-reported diversion data on the CDEC website as “very transparent” and 
sufficiently reliable to support a proposed reduction in diversions. (Id. at ¶ 8.) BBID rejected the 
Prosecution Team’s stipulation overture, in part because of what BBID claims was lack of time 
to investigate the facts prior to stipulation, but also because BBID now claims to be unable to 
independently verify the CDEC reported diversion amounts. (Id. at ¶¶ 4-7.) BBID also raised, for 
the first time, the potential claim that it diverted contract water during the alleged violation 
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period, should the June 12 unavailability notice be upheld to prevent diversion under BBID’s 
claimed pre-1914 right. (Id. at ¶ 6.) Immediately following the September 25 Pre-Hearing 
Conference, BBID’s counsel informed the Prosecution Team’s counsel that BBID was not 
opposed to discussing fact stipulations, but would only do so after the parties conduct discovery. 
(Id. at ¶ 9.) 

BBID Has Itself Sought Extensive Discovery. BBID has conducted a vigorous discovery 
campaign, starting with the Public Records Act (PRA) request dated July 21, 2015. BBID’s PRA 
request seeks documents in nineteen separate categories, only a portion of which directly relate 
to the Administrative Civil Liability Complaint (ACLC), and most of which encompass time 
periods from January 1, 2015, and in some cases going back as far as January 1, 2013. 
(Tauriainen Decl. ¶ 10.) More recently, BBID issued a series of deposition notices with 
document requests seeking records relating to the Board’s curtailment activities in 2015, the 
DWR drought activities during 2015, and BBID’s diversions during all of June and the 2015 
irrigation season. (Id. at ¶¶ 11-17.) In most cases, BBID seeks documents from the entire 
calendar year 2015. (Id.) 

The Subpoena. The Prosecution Team served the Subpoena on October 29, asking 
BBID for 11 categories of documents to be produced on November 13, 2015. (Tauriainen Decl. 
¶ 18.) The Subpoena seeks documents from June 1 through September 30, 2015, relating to: 
1) BBID’s diversions; 2) BBID’s diversions pursuant to BBID’s claimed pre-1914 appropriate 
water right; 3) Contracts or agreements between BBID and DWR relating to BBID’s diversions; 
4) BBID’s reporting of diversions to DWR; 5) Water supply contracts or agreements to supply 
BBID with water; 6) BBID’s diversions pursuant to water supply contracts or agreements to 
supply itself; 7) Water supply contracts or agreements for BBID to supply others; 8) BBID’s 
diversions pursuant to water supply contracts or agreements to supply others; 9) BBID’s 
delivery of water inside its boundaries; 10) BBID’s delivery of water outside its boundaries; and 
11) BBID’s agreements with USBR, DWR or others to wheel water. (Id.) 

BBID objected to the scope and timing of the Subpoena, and sought to meet and confer 
as to these issues. (Tauriainen Decl. ¶ 19.) The parties did so, but were unable to reach 
agreement because BBID insisted that documents outside of the alleged violation period (June 
13-25) are beyond the scope of the ACLC and irrelevant. (Id. at ¶ 20.) BBID’s Motion followed. 
 

LEGAL STANDARD 
 

The Water Code governs the Board’s hearing and discovery procedures and 
incorporates the Civil Discovery Act, including its provisions for issuing protective orders and 
limiting discovery. (See generally Wat. Code, § 1100; Gov. Code, § 11400 et seq.; Code Civ. 
Proc., § 2016.010 et seq., Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 648.) A party is entitled to discovery 
“regarding any matter, not privileged that is relevant to the to the subject matter involved in the 
pending action… if the matter either is itself admissible in evidence or appears reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.” (Code Civ. Proc., § 2017.010.) BBID 
wrongly asserts that the Prosecution Team must “make a prima facie showing the requested 
documents are relevant and necessary to prove a material element of its claims or in determining 
the level of penalties sought in this proceeding.” (Motion at p. 5:11-12, italics added.) The 
Prosecution Team does not need to prove the requested documents are “necessary” to prove its 
case; it only needs to show that the documents are relevant.  

 
A party seeking a protective order bears the burden to show good cause for whatever 

order is sought. (Nativi v. Deutsche Bank National Trust Co. (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 261, 318.) 
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A protective order will not issue based on entirely conclusory allegations that lack any factual 
specificity. (Id.)   

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. The requested documents are relevant. 

  
The Prosecution Team seeks documents concerning BBID’s diversions for the June 

days preceding the first day of alleged unlawful diversion, as well as information about 
BBID’s diversions in the approximately two months following the last day of unlawful 
diversion alleged in the ACLC (June 26-September 30, 2015). BBID objects to producing any 
documents concerning its diversions except for the specific days identified in the ACLC (June 
13-25, 2015). Responsive documents that fall immediately before and after the dates on 
which the ACLC alleges unlawful diversions are discoverable if they meet the low bar of 
either “being itself admissible or appears reasonably calculated to lead to admissible 
evidence.” (Code Civ. Proc., § 2017.010.) Documents related to BBID’s diversions in the 
days immediately preceding and following the alleged violation period easily meet this low 
threshold. Courts routinely hold that the right to discovery is liberally construed, and discovery 
statutes should be construed broadly to uphold the right to discovery wherever possible.  
(Emerson Elec. Co. v. Superior Court (Grayson) (1997) 16 Cal.4th 1101, 1108.)   

 
Discovery of BBID’s diversions before and after the alleged violation period is relevant 

to test the legitimacy of any June 13-25 diversions. The amount and timing of BBID’s 
diversions immediately preceding the State Water Board staff’s June 12 notice of 
unavailability are relevant as they may shed light on the purposes and extent of BBID’s 
diversions on June 13 and thereafter. Likewise, BBID’s pattern of diversions during and after 
the alleged violations period, as compared to its water supply contracts, will also be relevant 
to test any claims BBID may make as to the purpose of its June 13-25 diversions.  

 
The circumstances of BBID’s diversions in response to the notice of unavailability may 

be relevant to the Board in determining the appropriate civil liability as required by Water 
Code. (Wat. Code, § 1055.3 [“In determining the amount of civil liability, the board shall take 
into consideration all relevant circumstances, including, but not limited to, the extent of harm 
caused by the violation, the nature and persistence of the violation, the length of time over 
which the violation occurs, and the corrective action, if any, taken by the violator”].) Moreover, 
this action involves BBID’s unlawful diversions following issuance of the June 12 notice of 
unavailability. The Prosecution Team’s July 20 ACLC identified the dates of BBID’s alleged 
diversions based on information known to it at the time. If discovery reveals that BBID has 
engaged in additional instances of unlawful diversions the Prosecution Team has the 
discretion, but not the obligation, to add additional days of alleged unlawful diversion to this 
action, or to bring a separate enforcement action.   

 
The cases cited by BBID do not support its crabbed view of the permitted scope of 

discovery. In Calcor Space Facility, the court recognized the rule that a propounding party 
need only show a “reasonable relationship between the materials sought to be produced and 
the issues involved in the case.” (Calcor Space Facility v. Superior Court (Thiem Industries, 
Inc.) (1997) 53 Cal.App.4th 216, 218-219.) The dispute was between a contractor and 
subcontractor over a contract to manufacture a particular gun mount. The subcontractor 
sought ten years of all variety of documents relating to all types of gun mounts, even though 
the litigation involved only a single type of mount. (Id. at p. 220.) By contrast, the Prosecution 
Team is seeking diversion information, which is precisely at issue, and for a significantly 
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more limited period of time (90 days). The Prosecution Team’s targeted documents that are 
specifically at issue in this matter – BBID’s diversions. The requests are limited in time to only 
90 days of diversions which immediately surround the specific dates alleged in the draft ACL. 
The information the Prosecution Team seeks is relevant, and should be produced. 

 
B. BBID has not met its burden to show that the Subpoena imposes an undue burden 

or is harassing. 
 
BBID baldly asserts that it would be “unduly burdensome and harassing” to produce 

the requested documents. (Motion at pp. 5:21-6:10.) A party like BBID seeking a protective 
order bears the burden of demonstrating, with facts, that the requests are unduly 
burdensome. (E.g., Standish v. Superior Court (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1130, 1145.) BBID, 
however, offers no competent evidence to support this bare assertion. The only evidence 
BBID relies on is a single sentence in the declaration of BBID’s outside counsel: “I am 
informed and believe that BBID will need to commit significant man-hours and monetary 
expenditure to comply with the SWRCB's broad request for documents in the Subpoena 
unless it is modified as requested.” (Vergara Decl. ¶ 6.) BBID cites no facts to support the 
assertion, nor quantify what “significant man-hours” or “monetary expenditure” mean.   

 
Further, the burden on BBID has to be measured as the incremental burden on 

producing additional documents for the time period beyond June 13-25, which BBID has 
conceded it must produce. There is no reason to believe that producing diversion-related 
information for additional days will impose any additional burden on BBID. While responding 
to any discovery request imposes some burden on a party to litigation, the relevant legal 
question is whether the alleged burden is “undue.” As BBID has made no showing as to what 
the burden on it actually is, there is no basis for the Hearing Officer to determine that the 
burden of responding is “undue.” (People v. Superior Court (1967) 248 Cal.App.2d 276, 281 
[motion for protective order denied when it was not supported by specific facts].)   

 
BBID’s claim of burden should also be viewed against the document request burden it 

seeks to impose on other parties to this case. BBID’s expansive PRA request seeks many 
documents without any time limit, and others dating to January 1, 2015, September 1, 2014, 
or even January 1, 2013. (Tauriainen Decl. ¶ 10.) BBID’s numerous Deposition Notices 
include Requests for Production of Documents covering a broad range of subject for the 
entire calendar year 2015. (Id. at ¶¶ 11-17.) BBID has not limited its PRA request or 
Requests for Production of Documents to BBID’s diversions from June 13-25, as it is seeking 
in this Motion; and it is not seeking only documents from June 1 - September 30, as the 
Prosecution Team seeks through the Subpoena. Presumably BBID believed that information 
concerning BBID’s diversions for the entire calendar year would be relevant to this case or it 
would not have sought that information itself. The Prosecution Team is not even asking that 
BBID be held to its own standard – the entire calendar year 2015 and beyond – but merely 
three months surrounding its unlawful diversion alleged in the ACLC. BBID must be held to 
the same discovery standards it seeks to impose on other parties to this case.  

BBID’s Motion is also procedurally defective because BBID did not adequately meet and 
confer regarding the newly-asserted “unduly burdensome” claim. A motion for protective order 
can only be filed after the party seeking the protective order met and conferred with the 
propounding party. (Zellerino v. Brown (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1097, 1111.) Here, BBID did not 
meet and confer over their newly asserted objection that it would be unduly burdensome to 
produce the requested documents. (Tauriainen Decl. ¶ 21.) BBID’s failure to meet and confer 
is an independent basis on which the motion should be denied.   
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C. The documents sought are not “personal” information shielded from discovery. 
 
The Subpoena seeks copies of BBID’s water supply contracts and agreements with 

third parties because BBID’s counsel has indicated that BBID has purchased water on the 
transfer market in 2015, and BBID may claim that its diversions were pursuant to contractual 
water right and not its pre-1914 water right. (Tauriainen Decl. ¶ 6.) Yet in its Motion, BBID 
characterizes these documents as seeking “personal” information, and objects on that basis. 
The objection is unfounded, as BBID has not explained why such business contracts and 
communications contain personal information.  

 
BBID’s cited cases prove the point: Lantz v. Superior Court (1994) 28 Cal.App.4th 

1839, 1853-54 [plaintiff’s medical records of her double mastectomy were subject to a right to 
privacy in her unrelated sexual harassment lawsuit]; City of Santa Barbara v. Adamson 
(1980) 27 Cal.3d 123, 130 [a city’s ordinance which purported to define what constituted a 
“family” implicated individuals’ privacy interests]; Valley Bank of Nevada v. Superior Court 
(1975) 15 Cal.3d 652, 657 [information a bank’s customer discloses to its bank is 
discoverable in proper cases, but the bank has a duty to inform the customer so he or she 
can seek a protective order before disclosing the customer’s information]; Stanford v. 
Superior Court (1981) 119 Cal.App.3d 516 [university employee’s personnel records 
potentially private in an unrelated litigation]. 

 
BBID’s Motion utterly fails to establish that commercial contracts involving water 

delivery to and from a public agency, and communications regarding same, are “personal” 
information potentially shielded from discovery. Documents of routine commercial business 
transactions are not within the realm of what an ordinary person would consider “personal.” 
Even if the commercial contracts sought contain some personal information, which is 
doubtful, the documents can be produced in redacted form if appropriate. As such, BBID has 
not carried its burden and the Motion should be denied. 

 
As with BBID’s new unduly burdensome argument, BBID did not meet and confer over 

their newly asserted objection. (Tauriainen Decl., ¶ 21.) BBID’s failure to meet and confer is 
an independent basis on which the Motion should be denied. (Zellerino, supra, at p. 1111.)   

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The Prosecution Team respectfully requests that the Hearing Officer deny BBID’s 

Motion. The Prosecution Team however does not object to extending the Subpoena compliance 
deadline to November 30, 2015. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Andrew Tauriainen 
OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 
Attorney for the Prosecution Team 
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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

 

In the matter of Administrative Civil 
Liability Complaint issued against Byron-
Bethany Irrigation District 

Declaration of Andrew Tauriainen in 
Support of Prosecution Team’s Opposition 
to Byron-Bethany Irrigation District’s 
Motion to Quash Subpoena, or 
Alternatively, Motion for Protective Order 

 
 
I, Andrew Tauriainen, declare as follows: 
 

1. I am a Staff Counsel III (Specialist) with the State Water Resources Control Board's 
Office of Enforcement. I have been a practicing attorney specializing in environmental 
and water law since 2001, California State Bar No. 214837. I joined the Office of 
Enforcement in 2011. I represent the Prosecution Team in the matter of the 
Administrative Civil Liability Complaint issued against Byron-Bethany Irrigation District 
on July 20, 2015. 

 
2. On September 11, 2015, Hearing Officer Doduc directed the Prosecution Team to 

“discuss the possibility of stipulation with respect to the following factual matters:  1) Did 
BBID divert water from the intake channel to the Banks Pumping Plant from June 13 
through June 25, 2015? If so, (a) at what rate and in what quantity was water diverted; 
(b) under what claim of right was water diverted? 2) Does BBID hold or claim any 
appropriative, contractual or riparian water rights other than the pre-1914 rights claimed 
in State of Water Diversion and Use S021256? 3) Did BBID divert water from June 13 
through June 25, 2015, for health and safety needs or for critical power generation? If 
so, (a) when and for how long did the diversions occur; (b) what quantity of water was 
diverted and at what rate; and (c) for what beneficial uses was the water diverted?” 
(Hearing Officer’s September 11, 2015, letter, available at 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/hearings/byron_beth
any/docs/bbid_sept11_email.pdf (last visited November 16, 2015).) 
 

3. On September 17, 2015, I sent BBID’s counsel a draft proposed stipulation regarding the 
topics listed in the Hearing Officer’s letter. As to BBID’s diversions during June 13 
through June 25, 2015, I proposed to stipulate to the diversion amounts shown on the 
California Data Exchange Center database maintained by the Department of Water 
Resources (See http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/queryDaily?BBI&d=30-Jun-
2015+09:41&span=1month; see also the Department of Water Resources, Division of 
Operations & Maintenance, Delta Hydrology Conditions for June 2015). A true and 
correct copy of the cover email and draft proposed stipulation are marked as Attachment 
1 hereto. 
 

4. On September 23, 2015, I received a letter from BBID’s counsel, informing me that 
“BBID has not had the opportunity to adequately investigate and research the specific 
categories of facts enumerated in the Hearing Officer’s September 11, 2015, letter and, 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/hearings/byron_bethany/docs/bbid_sept11_email.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/hearings/byron_bethany/docs/bbid_sept11_email.pdf
http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/queryDaily?BBI&d=30-Jun-2015+09:41&span=1month
http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/queryDaily?BBI&d=30-Jun-2015+09:41&span=1month
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therefore, at this time is unwilling to stipulate to the matters contained in your draft 
stipulation.” (September 23 letter at p. 1.) A true and correct copy of the September 23, 
2015, letter is marked as Attachment 2 hereto. 
 

5. The September 23 letter states that “BBID is not aware of any gauge called the “Byron 
Bethany Irrigation District Diversion” station ID BBI. BBID also believes the diversion 
figures that the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) obtained from the 
California Data Exchange Center (CDEC), contained in Paragraph I of you Draft 
Stipulation, are incorrect.” (September 23 letter at pp. 1-2.) 
 

6. The September 23 letter states that “If, in fact, there was sufficient water available for 
BBID to divert under its pre-1914 appropriative water right from June 13 through June 
25, 2015, then it may be held that all water diverted by BBID was diverted under that 
right. If BBID needs to rely on another basis of right, it may assert those rights. As you 
know, BBID did purchase water on the transfer market in 2015. BBID is not going to 
forego reliance on any basis of right for the diversion of water between June 13 and 
June 25, 2015.” (September 23 letter at p. 2.) 
 

7. On September 23, I emailed BBID’s counsel to clarify BBID’s position regarding the 
CDEC reported diversion rates. Counsel wrote back indicating that “Diversion quantities 
are what they are – we’re just not prepared to stipulate to actual diversions at a gauge 
that is fictional and to data that we, at the moment, cannot independently verify.” A true 
and correct copy of the September 23 email chain is marked as Attachment 3 hereto. 
 

8. On May 21, 2015, BBID’s counsel Daniel Kelly sent an email to the Delta Watermaseter, 
the State Water Board’s Executive Director, Chief Counsel, and others, proposing to 
agree to reduce BBID’s diversions by 25% in exchange for not being curtailed. Mr. Kelly 
described BBID’s point of diversion and diversion amount reporting process as follows: 
“Our reporting is very transparent. As we diver[t] off the SWP intake channel-our actual 
diversion are reported daily to DWR and the diversion figures are posted to DWR’s 
website. We can provide those figures regularly to the SWRCB to confirm actual 
reductions in diversions of 25% below our reported demand for this year.” (Italics in 
original.) A true and correct copy of the May 21, 2015, letter is marked as Attachment 4 
hereto. 
 

9. On September 25, 2015, immediately following the Pre-Hearing Conference in the BBID 
matter, BBID’s counsel Daniel Kelly took me aside to discuss fact stipulations. Mr. Kelly 
indicated that BBID was not generally opposed to discussing fact stipulations, but that 
BBID would do so only after the discovery process was complete. 
 

10. On July 21, 2015, the day after the Administrative Civil Liability Complaint (ACLC) was 
issued, BBID submitted an extensive Public Records Act (PRA) request. A true and 
correct copy of the July 21, 2015, PRA request is marked as Attachment 5 hereto. The 
PRA request seeks records from nineteen (19) separate categories, some without any 
time limit (e.g., PRA request at ¶¶ 1-4), and others seeking documents dating to January 
1, 2015 (id. ¶¶ 5-9, 12-13), September 1, 2014 (id. ¶¶ 11, 14), or even January 1, 2013 
(id. ¶ 17.)  
 

11. On October 27, 2015, BBID served amended Notices of Deposition and Requests for 
Production of Documents on Brian Coats, Jeffrey Yeazell and Kathy Mrowka. True and 
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correct copies of the Coats, Yeazell and Mrowka Amended Notices are marked 
respectively as Attachments 6, 7 and 8 hereto. 
 

12. On October 29, 2015, BBID served a Notice of Deposition and Request for Production of 
Documents on Thomas Howard. A true and correct copy of the Howard Notice is marked 
as Attachment 9 hereto. 
 

13. On November 10, 2015, BBID served a Notice of Deposition and Request for Production 
of Documents on John O’Hagan. A true and correct copy of the O’Hagan Notice is 
marked as Attachment 10 hereto. 
 

14. On November 9, 2015, BBID served a Notice of Deposition and Request for Production 
of Documents on Paul Marshall. A true and correct copy of the Marshall Notice is 
marked as Attachment 11 hereto. 
 

15. The Coats, Yeazell, Mrowka and Howard Notices all include as “Attachment A” a list of 
“Documents to be Produced” at their respective depositions, including: 1) All writings 
concerning or relating to the State Water Board’s determination of water availability in 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Watersheds and the Delta for 2015; 2) All writings 
concerning or relating to water right curtailments in 2015; 3) All writings concerning or 
relating to the diversion of water by Byron Bethany Irrigation District in 2015; 4) All 
writings concerning or relating to any exception to water right curtailments in 2015. 
 

16. The O’Hagan Notice includes as “Attachment A” a list of “Documents to be Produced” at 
the deposition, including the same four categories set forth in the Coats, Yeazell, 
Mrowka and Howard Notices, plus an additional eight (8) categories, all of which related 
to documents concerning the entire calendar year 2015. 
 

17. The Marshall Notice includes as “Attachment A” a list of “Documents to be Produced” at 
the deposition, in six (6) separate categories. Three of the categories seek documents 
from the entire calendar year 2015, two seek documents from June 2015, and one seeks 
documents from the “2015 irrigation season.” 
 

18. On October 29, 2015, I served a subpoena duces tecum (Subpoena) on BBID. A true 
and correct copy of the Subpoena is marked as Attachment 12 hereto. The Subpoena 
seeks documents from June 1 through September 30, 2015, relating to: 1) BBID’s 
diversions; 2) BBID’s diversions pursuant to BBID’s claimed pre-1914 appropriate water 
right; 3) Contracts or agreements between BBID and DWR relating to BBID’s diversions; 
4) BBID’s reporting of diversions to DWR; 5) Water supply contracts or agreements to 
supply BBID with water; 6) BBID’s diversions pursuant to water supply contracts or 
agreements to supply itself; 7) Water supply contracts or agreements for BBID to supply 
others; 8) BBID’s diversions pursuant to water supply contracts or agreements to supply 
others; 9) BBID’s delivery of water inside its boundaries; 10) BBID’s delivery of water 
outside its boundaries; and 11) BBID’s agreements with USBR, DWR or others to wheel 
water. 
 

19. By letter dated October 30, 2015, BBID objected to the scope and timing of the 
Subpoena, and seeking to meet and confer as to these issues. The October 30 letter 
claims that any documents outside of the alleged violation period of June 13 through 
June 25, 2015, are irrelevant. The letter also states that the November 13 deadline was 
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too soon. A true and correct copy of the October 30 letter is marked as Attachment 13 
hereto. 
 

20. On October 30, 2015, I began a series of email communications with BBID’s counsel, 
seeking their input as to the specific changes they would like to see on the Subpoena. 
During the course of this correspondence, I offered to extend the Subpoena compliance 
deadline to November 30, as requested by BBID’s counsel, and to limit the scope of the 
Subpoena to documents from June 1 through June 30, 2015. BBID’s counsel rejected 
the offer to limit the scope to June, insisting that only the alleged violations period is 
relevant. In response, the Prosecution Team rescinded the offer of compromise. A true 
and correct copy of the October 30 through November 9 emails are marked as 
Attachment 14 hereto. 
 

21. Neither BBID’s October 30 letter nor the subsequent emails raise any claim that 
producing the documents would be unduly burdensome or that the requested documents 
contain “personal” information shielded from discovery. 

 
I declare under penalty of perjury to the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true 
and correct. Executed this 16th day of November, 2015, at Sacramento, California. 

 
 
 
______________________ 
Andrew Tauriainen 
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Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards

From: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 3:14 PM
To: Dan Kelly (dkelly@somachlaw.com)
Cc: Mrowka, Kathy@Waterboards
Subject: BBID ACLC Proposed Stipulation
Attachments: BBID Draft Stipulation.docx

Dan: 
 
The September 11 letter from the Hearing Officer directs the Prosecution Team and BBID to discuss the possibility of 
stipulation with respect to certain factual matters prior to the September 25 pre‐hearing conference.  I have prepared 
the attached draft stipulation regarding the matters raised by the Hearing Officer.  Let’s reserve discussion of stipulation 
regarding other facts for after the pre‐hearing conference.  The draft includes placeholders for issues that are currently 
unclear; please provide justification for any proposals on those matters.   
 
Andrew Tauriainen, Attorney III 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Office of Enforcement  
1001 I Street, 16th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
tel:     (916) 341‐5445 
fax:    (916) 341‐5896 
andrew.tauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov 
 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged 
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is 
prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication. 
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Administrative Civil Liability against Byron-Bethany Irrigation District 
 

Draft Stipulation 
between 

Division of Water Rights Prosecution Team 
and 

Byron-Bethany Irrigation District (BBID) 
 
 
I. Did BBID divert water from the intake channel to the Banks Pumping Plant from June 
13 through June 25, 2015? If so, (a) at what rate and in what quantity was water 
diverted;(b) under what claim of right was water diverted? 

1. BBID diverted water from the intake channel to the Banks Pumping Plant from June 13 
through June 25, 2015.   

2. BBID’s June 13 through June 25, 2015 diversions were made through the gauge referred 
to on the California Data Exchange Center as “Byron Bethany Irrigation District Diversion,” 
Station ID BBI.  

3. BBID diverted a total of 2,067 acre-feet from June 13 through June 25, 2015, at the rates 
shown on the California Data Exchange Center database maintained by the Department of Water 
Resources.  (See http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/queryDaily?BBI&d=30-Jun-
2015+09:41&span=1month; see also the Department of Water Resources, Division of Operations 
& Maintenance, Delta Hydrology Conditions for June 2015).      

4. All of the water BBID diverted from June 13 through June 25, 2015 was diverted in 
reliance on BBID’s pre-1914 water right claimed in Statement of Water Diversion and Use 
021256.   

II) Does BBID hold or claim any appropriative, contractual or riparian water rights other 
than the pre-1914 rights claimed in Statement of Water Diversion and Use S021256? 

5. BBID does not possess any riparian rights. 

6. BBID does not possess any pre-1914 rights other than as claimed in Statement of Water 
Diversion and Use 021256. 

7. BBID holds Contract No. 14-06-200-785-LTR1 with the United States Bureau of 
Reclamation.  BBID received zero water supply under this contract in 2014 and to date in 2015. 

8. [placeholder for BBID to propose a stipulation regarding whether it diverted any water 
from June 13-25, 2015 pursuant to any claims of contractual right with Carmichael Water 
District, Contra Costa Water District, and SSJID or others]   

III) Did BBID divert water from June 13 through June 25, 2015, for health and safety 
needs or for critical power generation? If so, (a) when and for how long did the diversions 
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occur; (b) what quantity of water was diverted and at what rate; and (c) for what beneficial 
uses was the water diverted? 

9. [placeholder for BBID to propose a stipulation regarding whether it diverted any water 
from June 13-25, 2015 for health and safety needs or for critical power generation needs.]   
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Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards

From: Dan Kelly <dkelly@somachlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 3:46 PM
To: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards
Cc: Michael Vergara; Rick Gilmore; marian.norris@sen.ca.gov; 

senator.galgiani@senate.ca.gov; Assemblymember.Eggman@assembly.ca.gov; Burkin, 
Christian

Subject: Re: Response to Draft Stipulation 

Mr. Tauriainen -  
 
To be clear - there is no such “gauge.”  That “gauge” is a fiction that DWR created at CDEC - likely to provide 
some place to report BBID’s diversions.  It really is that simple. 
 
At some point - we can sit down and talk through some of this.  Diversion quantities are what they are - we’re 
just not prepared to stipulate to actual diversions at a gauge that is fictional and to data that we, at the moment, 
cannot independently verify. 
 
If there is some relief from the tight deadlines we are currently under - there will be more time to talk about 
possible stipulations.  So long as we are being pressed to have written testimony prepared within weeks and an 
evidentiary hearing in one month - our efforts will need to be focused there. 
 
Regards, 
Dan 
 

 
 
 
 
         Daniel Kelly | Attorney 
          
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3833 | Fax 916.446.8199 | dkelly@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated 
recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney 
client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, 
you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited.  You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete 
or discard the message.  Thank you. 

 
On Sep 23, 2015, at 2:54 PM, Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards 
<Andrew.Tauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov> wrote: 
 
Thank you.  The Prosecution Team understands from your letter that BBID will not entertain discussions 
regarding stipulations at this time, and that BBID disputes all proposed stipulations including the 
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existence of the BBID diversion gauge, from which BBID staff reports daily diversions to the Department 
of Water Resources.  
  
Andrew Tauriainen, Attorney III 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Office of Enforcement 
1001 I Street, 16th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
tel:     (916) 341‐5445 
fax:    (916) 341‐5896 
andrew.tauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or 
legally privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized 
interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 
and destroy all copies of the communication. 
  
  
From: Dan Kelly [mailto:dkelly@somachlaw.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:45 AM 
To: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards 
Cc: Michael Vergara; Rick 
Gilmore; marian.norris@sen.ca.gov; senator.galgiani@senate.ca.gov; info@susaneggman.com 
Subject: Response to Draft Stipulation  
  
Mr. Tauriainen:  
  
Please see the attached letter. 
  
Regards, 
Dan Kelly 
  
<image001.gif> 
 
 
 
         Daniel Kelly | Attorney 
          
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3833 | Fax 916.446.8199 | dkelly@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent 
only to the stated recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use 
or dissemination by the attorney client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the 
intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  You are also asked 
to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete or discard the 
message.  Thank you. 

  
<9-23-15 Ltr2ProsecTeamReStip.pdf> 
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Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards

From: Mrowka, Kathy@Waterboards </O=MMS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MROWKA, KATHY@WATERD1188F18-
E359-4DA8-A3F2-FC48F57B907E63A>

Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2015 10:02 AM
To: Wells, Paul@Waterboards
Subject: FW: Curtailments and Voluntary Agreements

Another one for the BBID records.  
 
Katherine Mrowka, Manager 
Enforcement Section  
Water Rights  
P.O. Box 2000 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
916‐341‐5363 
 

 
 

From: Dan Kelly [mailto:dkelly@somachlaw.com]  
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2015 12:40 PM 
To: WB-DWR-deltawatermaster 
Cc: Rick Gilmore; Russell Kagehiro; Lauffer, Michael@Waterboards; Howard, Tom; Mrowka, Kathy@Waterboards 
Subject: Curtailments and Voluntary Agreements 
 

Michael – 

I serve as General Counsel for the Byron-Bethany Irrigation District (BBID).  BBID holds pre-1914 water 
rights in the Delta.  Our diversion facilities are located on the intake channel of the State Water Project – 
relocated to that location because the construction of the SWP (Clifton Court) destroyed our original diversion 
point.  BBID supplies water to the community of Mountain House, provides water to the Mariposa Energy 
Project (natural gas facility) for emission control, and provides fire protection water to the County Airport – as 
well as having water on hand for CalFire to use for wildfires in the Altamont Pass areas.  Our irrigation 
customers are nearly all on drip and microsprinkler irrigation – and the District has all but eliminated return 
flow and runoff. 

This morning, BBID’s president, Russell Kagehiro, its General Manager, Rick Gilmore, and I met with Kathy 
Mrowka to talk a bit about curtailments and BBID’s efforts to find a practical solution to water supplies for this 
year.  SWRCB Board Member Dee Dee D’Adamo was at BBID last week for a tour, where we explained our 
desire to work within the water right system and try to participate in solutions to the problem.  To that end, 
we’ve been working with DWR in trying to develop a back up supply for the remainder of the summer (when 
and if pre-1914 rights get curtailed) but have not yet found a definitive solution. 
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A couple of days ago, confirmed by the Workshop yesterday, we learned of an effort underway to reduce 
riparian water diversions and use in the Delta by 25% as a “voluntary curtailment” of sorts.  The purpose of this 
email is to explore that voluntary effort a bit and see if it has any application to BBID. 

We have been monitoring water supply conditions for some time and have some concern over the SWRCB’s 
plan to curtail pre-1914 rights ahead of riparian rights. Here’s why: riparian rights only attach to natural 
flow.  Riparians are not entitled to return flows or any foreign or abandoned water – including export water that 
finds its way back to the Delta.  Riparians are likely not entitled to wastewater discharges, groundwater flows 
present in the system, or other developed supply.  Appropriators, however, are entitled to appropriate and divert 
water from those sources.   So – with the very limited natural supply in the system, it is highly likely that there 
is more water available to appropriators than riparian users – which would mean riparians should be curtailed 
before pre-1914 appropriators. 

Rather than raise these issues in the face of curtailments – BBID would rather attempt to participate in the effort 
to find practical solutions to the problems we’re facing this year and would like to talk with you about the 
possibility of participating in the effort underway to reduce riparian diversions by 25% in lieu of curtailments. 

Here is what BBID is prepared to do.  While still not curtailed, BBID is willing to agree to reduce diversions 
immediately by 25%.  Our baseline would be the 2015 demands reported to the SWRCB pursuant to the 
Informational Order.  That number is lower than our recent historic use – but we’re willing to cut an additional 
25%.  Again – the reduction would be immediate – so BBID would forego water it is otherwise entitled to 
divert in exchange for the ability to divert the reduced amount through the summer. 

Our reporting is very transparent.  As we diver off the SWP intake channel – our actual diversions are reported 
daily to DWR and the diversion figures are posted on DWR’s website.  We can provide those figures regularly 
to the SWRCB to confirm actual reductions in diversions of 25% below our reported demand for this year. 

So – we hope to avoid the potentially sticky issue of asserting a paramount right to water present in the system 
(ahead of riparian users) by reaching an agreement with the SWRCB that will result in real, immediate, 
measurable water savings while preserving some ability to provide water to the District’s customers for the 
remainder of the summer.  If this is something you are interested in discussing – please feel free to contact me 
or Rick Gilmore. 

Regards, 
Dan Kelly 

 
          
 
         Daniel Kelly | Attorney 
          
         
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3833 | Fax 916.446.8199 | dkelly@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated 
recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney 
client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, 
you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
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prohibited.  You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete 
or discard the message.  Thank you. 
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Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards

From: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 12:42 PM
To: 'Michael Vergara'
Cc: Dan kelly; Herrick, John @aol.com; 'Jennifer Spaletta' (jennifer@spalettalaw.com); 

Jeanne Zolezzi; Valerie Kincaid; Jonathan Knapp (jonathan.knapp@sfgov.org); 
rjmorat@gmail.com; McGinnis, Robin C.@DWR; Stefanie Morris (smorris@swc.org); 
''Dante Nomellini, Jr.'' (dantejr@pacbell.net); ngmplcs@pacbell.net; Janelle Krattiger; 
kharrigfeld@herumcrabtree.com; Dean Ruiz (dean@hprlaw.net)

Subject: RE: BBID Meet & Confer (Enforcement Action ENF01951)

Your insistence that BBID’s activities on days outside of the alleged violations period are irrelevant to the alleged 
violations is baffling, but consistent with your demonstrated unwillingness to address any fact issues except through 
contentious discovery.  Please address any motion to the subpoena as issued. 
 
Andrew Tauriainen, Attorney III 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Office of Enforcement 
1001 I Street, 16th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
tel:     (916) 341‐5445 
fax:    (916)341‐5896 
atauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov 
 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged 
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is 
prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication. 
 
     
 

From: Michael Vergara [mailto:mvergara@somachlaw.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:35 AM 
To: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards 
Cc: Dan kelly; Herrick, John @aol.com; 'Jennifer Spaletta' (jennifer@spalettalaw.com); Jeanne Zolezzi; Valerie Kincaid; 
Jonathan Knapp (jonathan.knapp@sfgov.org); rjmorat@gmail.com; McGinnis, Robin C.@DWR; Stefanie Morris 
(smorris@swc.org); ''Dante Nomellini, Jr.'' (dantejr@pacbell.net); ngmplcs@pacbell.net; Janelle Krattiger; 
kharrigfeld@herumcrabtree.com; Dean Ruiz (dean@hprlaw.net) 
Subject: Re: BBID Meet & Confer (Enforcement Action ENF01951) 
 
Andrew, 
 
While I appreciate your willingness to reduce the scope of the demands, the State Water Resources Control 
Board is “prosecuting” BBID for alleged violation of Water Code section 1052 during days specified in the 
ACL complaint.  The ACL complaint serves to limit the scope of the Prosecution Team’s discovery, and the 
Prosecution Team cannot now seek to use the ACL compliant as a means of expanding the allegations against 
BBID. 
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I do appreciate your willingness to provide BBID more time to respond to the subpoena, but because we 
disagree regarding the the time period covered by the demands we will file a motion to quash.  If, however, you 
reconsider and agree to limit the scope of the subpoena to the period June 13, 2015 to June 25, 2015, as alleged 
in the ACL complaint, we will provide responsive documents (to the extent they exist) by November 30. 
 
Please advise by 1:00 p.m. today.   
 
Best Regards, 
 
Mike 
 
 

          
 
  Michael E. Vergara | Attorney 
          
         
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3824 | Fax 916.446.8199 | mvergara@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated 
recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney 
client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, 
you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited.  You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete 
or discard the message.  Thank you.  
 
On Nov 6, 2015, at 10:43 AM, Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards <Andrew.Tauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov> 
wrote: 
 

Michael, 
  
My apologies for not responding before now.  I was tied up yesterday.  If it is not too late, the Prosecution Team offers 
the following:  Discovery relating to diversion before the alleged violations period is relevant to determining if the 
diversions during the alleged violations period were consistent with diversions prior.  Discovery relating to diversion 
after the alleged violations period is relevant to determining whether BBID ceased diversions on June 25.  The 
Prosecution Team therefore is willing to limit the scope of the subpoena to June 1 through June 30, 2015. 
  
November 30 is an acceptable production deadline.  
  
Andrew Tauriainen, Attorney III 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Office of Enforcement 
1001 I Street, 16th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
tel:     (916) 341‐5445 
fax:    (916)341‐5896 
atauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov 
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***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged 
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is 
prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication. 
  
  
  
From: Michael Vergara [mailto:mvergara@somachlaw.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 6:09 PM 
To: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards 
Cc: Dan kelly; Herrick, John @aol.com; 'Jennifer Spaletta' (jennifer@spalettalaw.com); Jeanne Zolezzi; Valerie Kincaid; 
Jonathan Knapp (jonathan.knapp@sfgov.org); rjmorat@gmail.com; McGinnis, Robin C.@DWR; Stefanie Morris 
(smorris@swc.org); ''Dante Nomellini, Jr.'' (dantejr@pacbell.net); ngmplcs@pacbell.net; Janelle 
Krattiger; kharrigfeld@herumcrabtree.com; Dean Ruiz (dean@hprlaw.net) 
Subject: Re: BBID Meet & Confer (Enforcement Action ENF01951) 
  
Andrew, 
  
The Administrative Civil Liability Compliant issued by the SWRCB against BBID states in paragraphs 33 and 
34 that the SWRCB seeks civil penalties from BBID for “unauthorized diversions … for a total of thirteen (13) 
days” between June 13, 2015 and June 25, 2015.  Thus, we maintain that the scope of your discovery is limited 
to the period June 13, 2015 to June 25, 2015.  We will not voluntarily allow you to engage in a fishing 
expedition that deviates from the confines of the Complaint.   if you agree to limit the scope of the subpoena to 
the time period covered by the Complaint, we are prepared to identify and produce relevant responsive 
documents for the the period of June 13, 2015 to June 25, 2015. 
  
Also, as I stated in my previous letter to you regarding this matter, we object to the stated time for production 
(i.e., November 13).  We believe a realistic production date is November 30, 2015.   
  
If these limitations and changes are acceptable to you, please let me know before 5:00 p.m., Thursday, 
November, 5.  If we can’t reach agreement by tomorrow, we will seek a protective order. 
  
I await your response. 
  
Best Regards, 
  
Mike 
  
<image001.gif>          
 
  Michael E. Vergara | Attorney 
          
         
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3824 | Fax 916.446.8199 | mvergara@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated 
recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney 
client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, 
you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited.  You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete 
or discard the message.  Thank you. 
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On Oct 30, 2015, at 4:36 PM, Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards <Andrew.Tauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov> 
wrote: 
 
 

Daniel and Michael: 
  

1.       What specific changes to the subpoena do you propose to narrow the scope of the documents sought?  The 
subpoena generally seeks diversion information because you’ve indicated that you will object to CDEC evidence 
and discovery is your preferred method to reach fact stipulations.  The subpoena seeks diversion information 
from June 1 through June 12 as relevant to determining your baseline and average diversions for the month of 
June.  The subpoena seeks diversion information after June 25 in order to determine when BBID stopped 
diverting, and to examine why BBID resumed diversions in July, both of which the Board may find relevant under 
Water Code section 1055.3.  The subpoena seeks documents relating to contracts, exchange agreements, etc, 
starting June 1 in order to determine whether BBID had an alternative supply or basis for diverting during the 
relevant period.  

  
2.       What specific changes to you propose to increase the time for production?  What if we set a specific date, e.g., 

November 12, at the commencement of the first deposition, as the deadline to complete PRA and subpoena 
disclosures?  

  
Andrew Tauriainen, Attorney III 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Office of Enforcement 
1001 I Street, 16th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
tel:     (916) 341‐5445 
fax:    (916)341‐5896 
atauriainen@waterboards.ca.gov 
  
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged 
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is 
prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication. 
  
  
From: Yolanda De La Cruz [mailto:ydelacruz@somachlaw.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 3:50 PM 
To: Tauriainen, Andrew@Waterboards 
Cc: Herrick, John @aol.com; Jennifer L. Spaletta; Valerie Kincaid; Jeanne Zolezzi; Tim O'Laughlin; Tauriainen, 
Andrew@Waterboards; Jonathan Knapp; Richard Morat; McGinnis, Robin C.@DWR; Stefanie Morris; Marian Norris; Rick 
Gilmore; Unit, Wr_Hearing@Waterboards; Dan Kelly; Michael Vergara 
Subject: BBID Meet & Confer (Enforcement Action ENF01951) 
  
Attached please find Byron-Bethany’s Irrigation District’s Meet and Confer Re Subpoena Duces Tecum. 
  
  
  
  
<image001.gif> 
 
 
Yolanda De La Cruz | Legal Secretary 
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to Daniel Kelly, Kanwarjit S. Dua, and Aaron A. Ferguson 
          
         
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1000 | Sacramento, CA 95814 
Office 916.446.7979 | Direct 916.469-3815 | Fax 916.446.8199 |ydelacruz@somachlaw.com 
http://www.somachlaw.com 
 
The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated 
recipient of the transmission.  It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney 
client and/or attorney work-product privileges.  If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, 
you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited.  You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone at (916) 446-7979 or reply by e-mail and delete 
or discard the message.  Thank you. 
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